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MORE SUPERYACHTS ARE STRIKING OUT for a voyage to 
Myanmar’s Mergui Archipelago, where the only other humans you are 
likely to encounter are the friendly Moken sea gypsies who roam the 
area in their small boats, like their ancestors have done for centuries.

Located in far southern Myanmar (Burma), the Mergui Archipelago 
is part of the Tanintharyi Region and consists of more than 800 islands 
– varying in size from very small to hundreds of square kilometres – in 
the Andaman Sea off the western shore of the Malay Peninsula near its 
landward (northern) end, where it joins the rest of Indochina.

Due to its isolation, the islands and surrounding seas the Mergui 
Archipelago are alive with an amazing diversity of flora and fauna, with 
stunning underwater scenes of marine life. Cruising here is still in its 
infancy, as the entire region has been off-limits to outsiders since the 
late-1940s. The archipelago was opened for tourism in 1997, yet much of 
the area remains unexplored. The islands and the surrounding waters of 
the Andaman Sea have a great variety of sea life, wildlife and plant life – 
adding to the region’s growing popularity as a superyacht destination. 

The islands are similar to their Thai counterparts with rugged, high-
profile limestone and granite topography. One obvious difference, aside 

from the sheer number of islands, is the unspoiled terrestrial scenery. 
Dense brush and rainforest cover most areas above the high-tide line. 
Vast stretches of mangroves and magnificent white-sand beaches are 
interspersed with rocky headlands, tidal creeks and a few freshwater rivers. 

“Superyacht owners are particularly impressed with Myanmar’s 
abundance of lush, tropical deserted islands, making for some unique 
and remote cruising. Captains are returning to Europe from Myanmar 
with tales of having visited pristine islands, remarking on the quietly 
beautiful anchorages where they rarely saw any other yacht,” reports 
Gordon Fernandes of Asia Pacific Superyachts Phuket and Myanmar. 
Though several of the larger islands are home to small communities 
of Moken sea gypsies, the vast majority are uninhabited and largely 
untouched by humans.

There are “lots” of charter boats in the archipelago that have local 
crew who speak no English and don’t know how to service a client 
that’s spent US$1000 a day, according to John Farrell of Myanmar 
Yacht Services. He has 25 years’ experience in the industry and recently 
finished a second edit of a pilot book that is approaching 100 pages to 
replace the only other one that is less than six pages.

MYANMAR’S ISOLATED MERGUI ARCHIPELIGO HAS MORE THAN 800 ISLANDS, AN 
AMAZING DIVERSITY OF FLORA AND FAUNA – AND SEA GYPSIES. By Linda Cartlidge; 
Photos by Asia Pacific Superyachts & Burma Boating
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“Presently we have three superyachts under refit in Myanmar that 
are all chartering in the Mergui Archipelago this season,” Farrell says. 
“I have another six that actively charter here in the high season. This 
does not include the yachts based in or sailing into Phuket, the majority 
of which will charter in the archipelago. A much higher number of 
superyacht charter days are spent in Myanmar than Thailand. Although 
lack of services make it a problematic 
destination for yachts under 50ft, the beauty 
of this isolated region ensures the challenge is 
worthwhile.

“The boats tend to be crewed and larger, 
30m plus, and the crew/yachts that have been 
working in charter yachting and the area for a 
period is important. The archipelago is really 
about local knowledge.”

Yacht charter operator Burma Boating is 
expanding its fleet of classic yachts in time for 
the sailing season that begins in late October. 
Registered in Hong Kong with an office in 
Shanghai, Burma Boating was founded in 2013 
and offers yacht charters, sailing holidays and 
boutique cruises on its four classic yachts that 
can accommodate six to 12 guests. The recent 
additions are the luxurious 95ft Aventure and 
the 103ft Sunshine, a schooner designed by 
William Fife June that in 1906 was owned by 
the Portuguese royal family under the name 
Maris Stellis. 

The Mergui Archipelago in Myanmar’s 
south remains one of the planet’s most 

unspoilt destinations. “Sometimes we sail for days without seeing any 
other yachts or tourists,” says Herbert Mayrhauser, Burma Boating’s 
co-founding Captain. The 800 islands only recently opened to foreign 
visitors. There are no hotels and only about 2,000 foreign tourists per 
year, even though the area is just a three-hour drive away from Phuket, 
one of Asia’s tourism epicentres.”

Arriving in Kaw Thaung

The gateway and entry port to Myanmar and the Mergui Archipelago 
is Kaw Thaung. Before arriving, yachts must first gain a cruising permit 
and an agent is needed to obtain it. The agent will submit the paperwork 
required, using the agency’s license, after the Captain gives the agent the 
ship’s particulars, crew list, passenger list and photo of the yacht, says 
Fernandes. 

The agent will handle visas and a visa-on-arrival will be issued for all 
crew and passengers that is valid for cruising the islands in the Mergui 
Archipelago. However, visits to the mainland are prohibited with this 
visa. If the yacht will visit the mainland, then the agent will obtain 
Myanmar Tourist visas for all crew and passengers. Following this 
process, a yacht cruising permit can be issued. 

After a long trip along the west coast of Thailand, Myanmar 
(Burma) and Malaysia, Captain Christopher Callahan of the 
superyacht Annaeva reported to Fernandes how the advance planning 
and agent support helped them in the journey: “The complexities of 
the region, especially in Myanmar during our New Year’s Cruise, were 
expertly taken care. This included cruising permits, long distance 
transfers, private plane rental, visas for guests and crew, and landing 
permissions for our private jet. 

“Asia Pacific Superyachts is well versed in all of the custom 
formalities of this region and made this difficult task effortless. The 
provisioning and spares department had no problems in procurement 
and is first class. Overall, Asia Pacific Superyachts made our Southeast 
Asia cruise a huge success and we thank them for their stellar efforts 
with us.”

It is important for visiting yachts to be aware that it is compulsory 
to take an official guide on board, which can be arranged by the agent. 
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ENCOUNTERING SEA GYPSIES 
AFTER TRAVELLING NORTH of Phuket to Myanmar and 
the Mergui Archipelago, a superyacht captain wrote to Gordon 
Fernandes about his ship’s experience there. It is an introduction to 
an incredible hidden wilderness and a remarkable accounting by a 
captain of his unforgettable experiences with the Moken fishermen: 

The name Myanmar doesn’t mean a lot to most people as the word 
has only been associated with a short portion of that country’s long 
history. Mention the name Burma, however, and it evokes something 
completely different. Burma is old, exotic, romantic, undiscovered. It is 
a nation with a long and glorious history, and an enormous variety of 
stunning landscapes and vistas.

Our cruise started in Phuket, Thailand, where our friends at Asia 
Pacific Superyachts helped us to arrange the trip. Burma is not short of 
bureaucracy and paperwork and a permit for the yacht to enter has to 
be granted – the dealings of which do not appear possible on one’s own.

For example, every visiting vessel is required to carry a government 
appointed official at all times whilst in the country – at first 
consideration an invasion, but realistically a huge helping hand. These 
officials can be a great source of knowledge and insight into the country; 
they answer the numerous check-up calls from the navy, smooth things 
over with the port authorities, translate with the locals and are worth 
their weight in gold. Asia Pacific Superyachts should be able to organise 
a good official for you, give them notice as we did as we’ve heard that 
there are good and bad officials who can go with you.

We cleared into the country at Kaw Thaung on the Southern border 
with Thailand, collected our official onboard and then headed to the 
Mergui Archipelago… and we were not disappointed. 

We found island after island with countless white beaches under 
green hills of dense rainforest - their canopies alive with birds and 
butterflies.  Monkeys left the trees for a stroll along the beaches where 
we found tracks of the many elusive animals that live in the forests.  
Our minds wandered to the stories of wild elephants and tigers and we 
dreamt of catching just a fleeting glimpse. We paddled up Mangrove 
rivers and found trees overhanging quiet canals that teamed with 
juvenile fish.

The sea gypsy fishermen speak their own language and live within 
the archipelago – mostly on their boats, but venturing ashore to collect 
firewood from the beaches and water from the streams. They are 
nomadic and live a simple life sustained by the sea. They have been 
proven to be excellent pearl divers and fishermen, who only work as 
much as is required in order to live. We found them friendly and ready 
to exchange seafood for a few of our dry stores. 

After the 2004 Tsunami, amazing stories came to light of the 
understanding and perception that the gypsy fishermen have of the 
ocean. Villages along this and the Thai coastline were saved because 
the elders had visions or remembered tales about previous such events 
– goodness knows how long ago, but they put their knowledge into 
practice and many lives were saved.

One evening while having sundowners on a beach, we invited a 
couple of fishermen to join us for a soft drink. They nervously mingled 
and answered the questions that our official (guide), Aung Kyaw, 
translated for us. As darkness fell, they needed to head out fishing for 
the night and so took their leave, but not before thanking us with a gift 
of a dozen small pearls. They said they’d never spoken to white people 
before. We were stunned!

During our month there, we found the country to be wholly 
exciting and interesting and were all delighted to discover that Burma 
still resides in Myanmar. We were captivated throughout by a huge 
variety of experiences and all aboard are already dreaming of another 
opportunity to continue exploring this intriguing country.

There are more than 800 islands in the Mergui Archipelago, however 
some islands are off-limits to cruising yachts and the on-board guide 
will know of the latest information and alert the Captain. The guide will 
have the paperwork that proves to the Myanmar Navy that the yacht is 
allowed to cruise in the Mergui Archipelago. Importantly – as there are 
no marinas in Myanmar – the guide will know of the best anchorages 

and share other local knowledge with the captain. 
Having an official guide assigned by the agent most often works 

to the captain’s and crew’s advantage and not only can he be helpful, 
he’ll know where great cruising can be found. Your guide might also 
work as the boat’s dive master and can translate (or with the help of a 
second guide/translator) to help all on board to understand the Moken’s 
complex and compelling story. 

The Moken are an ethnic minority sometimes known as sea gypsies 
– though the term sea gypsy covers several groups in Southeast Asia, 
including Thailand. They are a sea-dwelling people who follow a 
traditional way of life, doing things such as fishing and building boats 
very much the way they have done for centuries. They can be found 
living on their traditional boats during the dry season, but usually keep 
to land in the rainy season. The Moken claim that the islands were 
detached from the mainland after a great mythological flood.

It’s easy to find stunning places to relax and enjoy the solitude 
and beauty while adventure cruising in Myanmar’s lightly populated 
Mergui Archipelago – an exotic location ideal for capturing once-in-a 
lifetime experiences.

Linda Cartlidge is the PR and Communications Director at Asia Pacific 
Superyachts, an agency providing yacht services in Andaman Islands, 
Borneo, Cambodia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Koh Samui (Thailand), 
Malaysia, Maldives, Myanmar, New Zealand, the Philippines, Phuket 
(Thailand), Singapore, Seychelles, Sri Lanka and Tahiti. For more 
information, contact Linda via pr-comm@asia-pacific-superyachts.com.
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www.asia-pacific-superyachts.com
www.burmaboating.com
Myanmar.yachting@gmail.com
gordon@asia-pacific-superyachts.com


